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For my son, Jim 
 

I called on your name, O Lord, 

from the depths of the pit. 

You heard my plea: “Do not close your ears 

to my cry for relief.” 

You came near when I called you, 

and you said, “Do not fear.” 

—Lamentations 3:55–57 

 

In the Beginning … 

I had always been independent. And adventurous—downright fearless, in fact. Even a 

little bit crazy. Okay, maybe a little bit more than a little bit.  

But I think it was because I was independent and adventurous and fearless and a little bit 

crazy that I was always able to survive. Perhaps those traits were innate. Perhaps I was just born 

with the capacity to overcome adversity. Or perhaps they simply developed out of sheer 

necessity—the necessity of having to endure my first eighteen years and three months of life 

with an alcoholic father, a brutalized mother, a passive-aggressive sister, and a freaking lunatic 

of a brother. They say there’s no place like home, and in my case, thank God! I sure as hell hope 

there’s no other place on the planet like the home in which I was raised. 

In my formative years, during the late 1940s and early 1950s, I wondered if the families 

depicted on my weekly television shows—Leave It to Beaver, Father Knows Best, The Donna 

Reed Show—actually existed in real life. The fathers in the sitcoms always had good-paying jobs. 

The mothers always stayed home and vacuumed in dresses and high heels. The brothers and 

sisters were always respectful and obedient. They all lived in perfect harmony in perfect houses 

in perfect suburbs. 
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Once I was old enough to visit my little friends, I realized that their families did, in fact, 

resemble those blissful TV portrayals. When one of my Shirley Temple lookalike friends invited 

me to dinner, a pajama party, or a birthday party, I marveled at how those families actually 

seemed to like one another, even love one another.  

Was it possible that behind some closed doors in this country, Dad didn’t continually 

berate his little girl, Mom didn’t blame that girl for every marital argument, Big Sis wasn’t 

considered the sole female offspring, and Little Bro wasn’t the devil incarnate?  

Apparently, it was possible, because I saw the evidence in my playmates’ homes. Even as 

a guest, I could sit around the dinner table as part of their family and have a genuinely civil 

discussion. (Yes, civil!) The mom would make us hot cocoa, tuck us into bed, and kiss us 

goodnight. (So this is what they call motherly love!) The dad didn’t possess a simmering 

undercurrent that threatened to erupt into angry shouts and ugly accusations. (Wow! No need to 

beat a path to my bedroom for safety!)  

My friends’ families were simply—how do I put it? Well, sane. 

Then I realized that simple sanity had never made an appearance in my house. I 

compared those picture-perfect families on TV and in my friends’ homes to the Stedman 

household and knew there was a disconnect—a very serious disconnect. I could neither 

understand nor explain it, but even at five years of age, I recognized the divide was so great that 

it must be kept hidden from the outside world.  

Therefore, I would host no pajama parties at my house. Or birthday parties. Or even 

playdates. I purposely kept the Stedman dwelling off-limits for entertaining. God forbid that my 

normal friends from normal homes should discover the dysfunctional and aberrant behavior 

exhibited behind the four walls of 1723 Longwood Boulevard.  

Ward and June Cleaver would surely consider us to be unsuitable for their social circle, 

including their kids’ social circle, and I would never again get another invitation to or glimpse of 

a normal happy household. 

So thus was born, at a very young age, the genesis of my plan.  A plan which I would 

dream about and meticulously plot for my remaining childhood years. A plan that would sustain 

me in my darkest days. It was a secret plan that I would not share with my own kin.  But it was a 

plan that, at the age of eighteen, would ultimately deliver me from them. 
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Dear Old Dad 

The Cleavers certainly would never have extended a social invitation to my father, who 

was decidedly unsociable. Actually, he was full-blown antisocial, not to mention racist, mean, 

hateful, and just plain freaking nuts. When you consider he was a 375-pound, six-foot-two-inch 

racist, mean, hateful, just-plain-freaking nut—well, he was someone to fear and to avoid at all 

cost. And my young life revolved around that objective. 

I know it’s politically incorrect to say Dad was freaking nuts, but that was the lingo of the 

1950s, along with being loony, wacko, or psycho who was sent to a loony bin or funny farm. My 

apologies to any freaking nut, loon, wacko, or psycho reading this book from his padded room in 

the loony bin or funny farm; but mental illness was not the refined discipline that it is today. In 

the 1950s, emotional and psychological maladies were not as openly discussed or medically 

treated. 

However, that might explain Dad’s crazed behavior. Perhaps he suffered from some 

undiagnosed form of mental illness. Was he bipolar, schizophrenic, manic-depressive? Could he 

have been treated with drugs? Would he have benefited from therapy? We’ll never know. Dad 

was never diagnosed or drugged, and he never bared his soul to a psychiatrist.   

Or maybe there’s another explanation for Dad’s demented demeanor. Maybe he suffered 

from the so-called artist syndrome. I offer that as a suggestion because Dad was a brilliantly 

creative artist. He could sing beautifully. He could play the guitar masterfully. He could paint in 

any medium. He was a talented woodworker. And he was self-taught. Dad never attended an art 

or music or carpentry class in his life. Maybe Dad was simply creative to the point of being 

whack-off-the-ear-Van-Gogh crazy.  

Dad was so talented on so many levels. I remember his silky voice booming throughout 

our suburban Pittsburgh home. His arias were on par with such great tenors as Luciano Pavarotti 

and Placido Domingo. Dad could have performed at the Metropolitan Opera or La Scala. He also 

could have played Nashville or pop concert venues, because Dad was adept at singing country 

and contemporary tunes. He did great imitations of Hank Williams and Frank Sinatra and The 

Lettermen.  

Dad’s beautiful singing would be accompanied by his beautiful guitar playing. But my 

father didn’t need an expensive top-of-the-line instrument. He was so artistically endowed that 

he managed to coax lovely musical strains from an old beat-up guitar he had purchased in a 
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secondhand shop. Dad never even learned to read music. He simply listened to someone else’s 

voice or to someone else’s guitar strums, and then repeated it by ear. He was a talented one-man 

band.  

Dad was also a prolific and accomplished painter—oils, acrylics, pen and pencil, ink. He 

drew portraits and landscapes and still lifes. Nothing seemed beyond the grasp of his skilled 

hand. Dad never held an exhibition in a gallery, but his eclectic artwork was displayed on every 

single wall in our large two-story house. Even more rolled canvasses found storage in the attic.  

I remember that Dad once combined his art and woodworking skills to build us kids a 

playhouse in the backyard. This playhouse, however, wasn’t just a flimsy miniature structure that 

we had to crawl in and out of like Lilliputians. No, it was the size of an actual one-room, one-

story house. Foundation, reinforced walls, shingled roof, front door—it had the durability of a 

fortress. On the interior and exterior walls, Dad painted cartoon characters such as Mickey and 

Minnie Mouse, Pluto, Donald Duck, and Cinderella. In today’s world, that playhouse would 

require a building permit from the city and a licensing agreement from Disney. 

But lest you think that happy memories of Dad dominate my childhood, think again. 

Unfortunately, fond fatherly recollections fill only about 0.01 percent of my total memory bank. 

The remaining 99.99 percent are painful.    

As an adult, I remember attending a baby shower where the hostess announced that we 

would play a game called “What’s your fondest childhood memory?” And I panicked. I froze. I 

went blank because I didn’t have any fond childhood memories. And the party revelers wouldn’t 

have believed me if I told them that—if I told them the truth about my early years.   

The truth was that my main recollection from youth was wondering how such outwardly 

pretty art and music could emanate from a father so inwardly ugly and evil. But that truth would 

have been jaw dropping for the merrymakers. It might have been appropriate to divulge that 

memory on The Jerry Springer Show, but definitely not at a festive baby shower.    

So to comply with the party game, I simply fabricated a fond remembrance of an idyllic 

family at an idyllic picnic with idyllic neighborhood friends. It was, of course, a fond, idyllic lie. 

I didn’t care about winning the prize for the happiest memory. I just wanted to take my turn at 

sharing and get it over with.  
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That subterfuge turned out to be so effective that I would continue to use similar ones 

throughout life. If I found myself in a situation where I couldn’t avoid talking about my dismal 

childhood, I simply created a fairy tale. It was more humane—for me and for my audience. 

 Actually, when it came to neighborhood friends, I don’t remember my parents having 

any, idyllic or otherwise. In fact, I don’t remember them having friends at all, neighborhood or 

otherwise. For the eighteen years that I lived in the Stedman household, I can’t recall a single 

instance of my parents extending an invitation to anyone. There were no parties, no barbeques, 

no cocktail hours at our house. There were no attempts to meet another couple for dinner at a 

local restaurant or for a movie at the local theater. 

A social circle for the Stedmans simply didn’t exist—and the blame for that state of 

affairs could be placed squarely on Dad, a man who had an intense suspicion of and dislike of 

people in general. When Dad met someone for the first time, he unreasonably assumed that they 

had a malevolent agenda, that they meant to take advantage of him or harm him in some way. 

There was no factual basis for Dad’s wariness; it was just his default nature.  

Dad would warn my mother, “Stay away from those new neighbors. Next thing you 

know, they’ll be over here borrowing my tools.”  

Or, “He looks shifty. I don’t like him.”  

Or, “I’m not going to talk to that new guy at work. He’ll probably just pump me for dirt 

on everyone. Nosy son of a bitch!”  

Life, however, is a two-way street, and the feeling between Dad and people in general 

became mutual. Over time, they disliked Dad as much as he disliked them. So not only did my 

parents never extend invitations to friends, they never received invitations from friends either—

because there were no friends. 

Putting aside Dad’s social challenges, when all is said and done, he was an extremely 

talented artist. When Dad was a young, single man of twenty-two, he capitalized on that talent by 

striking a clever deal with the owner of a local German restaurant, the Black Forest. Dad agreed 

to supply the owner with paintings to hang on the walls of his establishment, and the owner 

agreed to supply Dad with food and beer. It was a win-win for both parties: the business owner 

got free interior design services, and Dad got free dinners.  

It turned into even more of a win for Dad because his artwork caught the eye of a 

restaurant patron who happened to be an art professor at a local university. That very intrigued 
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professor then quizzed the restaurant owner about the artist’s identity and requested Dad’s 

telephone number. 

“Hello, Mr. Stedman. This is Professor Arthur Harriman,” the man said, introducing 

himself over the phone. “I saw your artwork in the Black Forest restaurant, and I’m very 

impressed.” 

“Professor? Of what? And from where?” Dad asked, stymied about why this stranger 

would be calling him and completely ignoring the stranger’s kind compliment. 

“I’m a professor of art at Carnegie Mellon University,” Professor Harriman proudly 

explained. 

“Carnegie Mellon? The Carnegie Mellon? In downtown Pittsburgh?” Dad asked, 

wondering if the professor was actually referring to the school that was world-renowned for its 

arts and music programs and was practically located in Dad’s backyard.  

“Yes, Mr. Stedman, the Carnegie Mellon University. My colleagues and I would like to 

meet with you. Based on the magnificent canvasses that I’ve seen at the Black Forest, we would 

be interested in offering you a fully funded four-year art scholarship to attend our university,” 

Professor Harriman continued, happy to be conveying such joyous news to a budding artist that 

he had personally discovered and certain that the budding artist, my father, would be just as 

joyous. 

And Dad should have been joyous. It was an incredible opportunity for any poor, 

struggling young man. It was the opportunity that every promising artist dreams about and prays 

for: To go to a prestigious art school. To put those God-given creative skills to good use. To start 

on a career path that would lead to fame and fortune. Not to mention the golden opportunity of 

going to that exalted university for free. 

Not many twenty-somethings who inhabited society’s lower classes were handed a gift 

like that during the Great Depression. Americans couldn’t even find jobs in the 1930s, let alone 

find a benefactor willing to pay for an expensive college education. A Carnegie Mellon 

scholarship was the equivalent of being offered tuition, room, and board at Stanford University 

today. Or in Moses’s time, it was manna from heaven. 

But Dad’s response to Professor Harriman’s generous offer was a simple and indifferent: 

“I’ll think about it.” 

A fellow worker at the time was highly impressed with Dad’s good fortune. 
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“Hank,” he said, “you’re single. You don’t have to worry about supporting a wife and 

kids. You only have yourself to consider. Go for it!” 

“Yeah, Hank,” another coworker agreed. “After all, if being a college student doesn’t 

work out, you can just go back to life as it was. No harm, no foul.” 

So what should Dad do with that once-in-a-lifetime chance to attend an esteemed 

university? Should he grab the ring? Should he embrace the proffered opportunity and 

experience campus life? Should he give up his job and devote himself to his studies?  

 “Nah,” Dad said, not swayed by the advice of his enthusiastic workmates. “I’ll just stay 

where I’m at.” 

With hardly a second thought, Dad called the benevolent professor and rejected the 

university’s coveted scholarship. Dad rejected the chance to become a Carnegie Mellon alumni. 

He rejected the chance to dazzle the world with his brilliant artistic and musical talents. 

Unbeknownst to him at the time, Dad rejected the one shot he would ever again have to find true 

fulfillment in life. Ever. 

 Instead of studying at the university, Dad chose to remain in the job he occupied when 

Carnegie Mellon discovered him. His job in a mill. Yes, one of the many dark, grimy, noisy steel 

mills of industrialized Pittsburgh. A mill located in a poverty-stricken, crime-infested part of 

town along a river that was once beautiful but was now polluted with toxic byproducts. Dad 

knowingly traded the chance of an artist’s creative life for that of a mill worker’s grinding one.  

I was ten years old when Dad, in a rare attempt at familial communication, revealed this 

surprising story to his two daughters. But the surprise for me wasn’t the university’s offer—I was 

aware of my father’s talents. My surprise was Dad’s decision. Anyone who grew up in 

Pittsburgh had a reverence for Carnegie Mellon. Its reputation was legendary, and we understood 

that a degree from that university practically guaranteed prestige and success for the graduate. 

Even at my young age, I thought it seemed foolish for Dad to have turned down such a 

wonderful opportunity.  

Being curious, I asked him, “Why didn’t you take the scholarship, Dad? Why did you 

decide to stay at the mills?” 

I guess my naïve questions reminded Dad of his misguided choice long ago and its 

ultimately grave consequences for his life. Family bonding immediately vanished, and his usual 

surliness returned.  
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“Because the mills paid good money!” Dad barked at me. “Do you think mill-town 

people like me had the luxury of being a college student? Do you think I could go years without 

a paycheck?”  

So that was it. Dad chose the mills simply because they paid good money. Good money 

right now. Dad didn’t have the patience to wait four years for the payoff that an art degree could 

bring or the big financial payoff that an artist’s career could produce. No, Dad wanted the instant 

gratification of a weekly paycheck—and that came from his factory job.  

Mills vs. Mellon. Short-term indulgence vs. long-term benefit. It would prove to be one 

of Dad’s many misguided decisions in life. 

So Dad kept his blue-collar manufacturing position, operating drill presses and lathes and 

all the other big machines that made all the big parts for the big mills. He did eventually acquire 

a wife, and a daughter, and then another daughter, and then a son—all of whom he did have to 

worry about supporting. But the mills continued to pay good money, so Dad continued to grind 

away—day after day after day.  

But that good-paying steel mill job had never really been a suitable outlet for Dad’s many 

artistic talents. Before, he had used his hands to create extraordinary works of art or beautiful 

music. Now those same hands were mass-producing ugly, monotonous piecework. Month after 

month, year after (what came to be) miserable year.  

“This job is boring!” Dad eventually and bitterly and repeatedly complained to his wife, 

to his kids, to his coworkers, to everyone. “I’m shut in a dingy factory all day! The windows are 

so dirty I can’t even see the sun outside! I’m stuck behind loud machines all day! I can’t hear 

myself think! I’m trapped at work with ignoramuses! If I try to talk about art or music, they look 

at me like I’ve got three heads! What a way to live …” 

And Mom would soothingly respond to Dad’s grumblings with, “Now, Hank …” 

With each boring year, however, Dad grew increasingly disappointed, increasingly 

unhappy, increasingly frustrated. With each miserable year, the frequency and decibel level of 

his complaining intensified. Dad’s usual tone of voice was now a bellow, and every sentence 

ended with a shrill exclamation point, whether he was interacting with his colleagues at work or 

his family at home. Everyone became aware that Dad wasn’t living the fulfilled life that he, in 

his youth, had envisioned.  
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But Dad would not have been surprised with the outcome if he had bothered, in his youth, 

to envision factory life at all. A life in an inhospitable environment where he would be forced to 

spend the majority of his waking hours. Unfortunately, Dad, in his youth, had only envisioned 

the good money.   

After spending fifteen years in the mills, though, the lure of that good money had worn 

off. Unsurprisingly, it was replaced with disillusionment. Then that disillusionment was replaced 

with a huge chip-on-the-shoulder.  And that huge chip-on-the-shoulder led Dad on a quest for the 

culprits to blame for all his failures, for every wrong decision he had made, for his miserable job.   

When Dad was finally successful in identifying those culprits, they turned out to be his 

own family, the minority populations of Pittsburgh, and the outside world in general. Basically, 

everyone except Dad himself. 

Yes, the family had stymied his artistic and musical talents. They had prevented him from 

attaining his deserved status in life.  

“I could have been a famous artist!” Dad would scream at my mother in one of his many 

foul moods. “Or a singer or a guitarist! I could have been someone! But now I’m stuck with you 

and three kids!” 

Mom should have reminded Dad that he didn’t even have a family when he made the 

fatal decision to turn down the opportunity of a Carnegie scholarship. She should have reminded 

him that being shackled with her and their children wouldn’t occur until many years after his 

fateful choice. But Mom always refused to point out those obvious facts. She simply accepted 

the abuse and meekly replied, “I’m sorry, Hank.” 

Dad even blamed the blacks and Jews in Pittsburgh for his lowly station in life, simply 

because they were black and Jewish, not white and atheist like him. Dad would have also taken 

exception to the Hispanics and Asians, except those minorities didn’t yet exist in our Pittsburgh 

of the 1950s.  

“Colored people and Jews, they’re not like us,” he would sullenly lament during one of 

his racist rants. Dad never explained why their just being different from us had such a negative 

impact upon him and was the cause of his many problems. The truth was that he never got close 

enough to a nonwhite or a non-Christian to test his theory. 

When I was sensible, my reaction to those tirades was to simply think to myself, Don’t 

include me in your “us.” I’m not, and never will be, a member of your xenophobic club. But 
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sometimes I wasn’t sensible. Sometimes I foolishly thought out loud, and that only served to 

perpetuate his rant. 

It was unfortunate for Dad, who claimed to be of German descent, to have been born in 

the United States instead of the land of his supposed forefathers because he was the perfect 

profile of a Hitler Brown Shirt: intolerant, angry, rigid in his perverse convictions. I can picture 

Dad happily goose-stepping through the streets of Munich, hating every nonwhite and every non-

blonde in his path. He would have been such an asset to Adolph.  

Basically, in Dad’s mind, the world as a whole had somehow managed to keep him 

down. The world had managed to wrong him. The world, unjustifiably, had managed to grab a 

bigger slice of the pie than he had. 

Dad would complain to my mother in righteous indignation, “That idiot Carl got the 

promotion to head machinist only because he sucks up to the boss. I should have gotten it! I’m 

more qualified!”  

“Now, Hank …” 

“That stupid loan officer should have approved my application for a bigger mortgage. I 

want a nicer house! I deserve it!” 

“I’m sorry, Hank …” 

“That dim-witted neighbor next door deliberately snubbed me. He drove right by me and 

didn’t even wave!” 

“Now, Hank …” 

Complain, grumble, whine, complain, grumble, whine … Over and over again. 

“Now, Hank … I’m sorry, Hank … Now, Hank … I’m sorry, Hank …” Over and over 

again.  

Dad never looked in the mirror to see the real culprit. Maybe Dad’s negative attitude kept 

him from getting the promotion. Maybe his salary wasn’t big enough to warrant a bigger loan. 

Maybe the neighbor simply didn’t see Dad as he drove by. But losers always find someone else 

to blame for their inadequacies and insecurities. 

As Dad’s break with reality widened, he began to dwell upon all the perceived insults and 

slights. Then, at some point, he went from temporarily dwelling upon those affronts to being 

consumed by them. Finally, being consumed by the affronts led to storing them away for 
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permanent safekeeping in an imaginary sack of self-pity. Over the years, that sack became a 

bigger and heavier burden to bear because those insults and slights continued to pile up. 

That pity sack grew to be a pseudo-security blanket for Dad, and he kept it close at hand. 

Every day, he got a perverse joy from opening it and lifting out those accumulated alleged 

injustices. He then relived them in agonizing detail and became enraged all over again.  

Then those injustices were carefully repackaged, and the same bizarre process was 

repeated the next day. And the next. And the next. It was a time-consuming process for Dad 

because his resentments, and the targets of his resentments, were many. 

Mom’s response to Dad’s hysterics had less and less become “Now, Hank …” or “I’m 

sorry, Hank …” in an attempt to pacify him. It had more and more become “……”  Silence. 

Mom was no longer sure how to assuage Dad’s anger, or if it was even possible anymore. Saying 

nothing seemed to be the prudent approach now.   

But back to the reality of the Stedman household and how Dad dealt with his sorry life, 

the life that had been thrust upon him by the aforementioned bloodsucking family and the 

minorities and the universe in general. The sorry life for which Dad was unwilling to concede 

personal responsibility.  

Dad chose the cowardly approach to coping with life’s problems. He chose alcohol. 

Massive doses of it. Wine, specifically, the cheap rotgut kind. The kind that is commonly drunk 

from paper bags by vagrants on park benches. Ironically, at some point, even alcohol would 

make its way into Dad’s imaginary sack of injustices. Even alcohol would become one of Dad’s 

excuses for his own downfall, even though his booze had been willingly self-prescribed. 

I remember Dad coming home from work every day with a bag from the liquor store. 

From that bag he pulled the increasingly familiar moonshine-looking gallon jug, the type with a 

loop handle and twist-off cap, the type that was filled with low-priced, sugary, syrupy, red wine. 

Dad would have dinner and then immediately commence his nightly ritual of imbibing, sprawled 

on the couch in front of the TV.  

At first, Dad’s intake was a couple of wineglass-sized servings per night. Amateur doses, 

really, for a man of his stature. They would not even have registered on a breathalyzer test. But 

as life, as Dad perceived it, became increasingly miserable, his alcohol intake also increased. The 

small wineglasses turned into larger highball glasses, and eventually those larger highball glasses 

turned into even larger water glasses.  
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The size of the glasses increased and so did the number of servings. Dad graduated from 

drinking two glasses of wine per night to drinking four glasses. And then drinking more and 

more and more until his nightly consumption equaled the entire contents of the gallon jug. At 

that point, the jug simply remained stationed next to Dad on the couch. Why have to make that 

long trip from the living room to the kitchen for refills? It was a very efficient system. 

Needless to say, the other unfortunate growth in Dad’s life was his girth. In Dad’s 

early—and sane—life, he had been a tall, ruggedly handsome, physically fit man. A six-foot-

two-inch, 190-pound hunk. Dad had the appearance of a GQ model and the physique to play the 

starring role in Wolverine. Hugh Jackman would have been envious.  

But after years of consuming massive quantities of wine and forgoing physical exercise, 

Dad morphed into morbid obesity. He went from an active life of building playhouses for his 

kids, mowing the lawn, and planting vegetable gardens to simply planting himself on the couch 

every night. It was no surprise that his waistline rebelled. Compared to Dad, the Pillsbury 

Doughboy looked anorexic.  

Obviously, Dad also morphed into full-blown alcoholism. At first, Dad just wanted the 

booze to calm the demons in his head. Ultimately, Dad needed the booze to satisfy his body’s 

addiction. To drink or not to drink? The choice was no longer his.  

Alcohol can turn men into happy drunks or melancholy drunks or mean drunks. Dad 

already had a head start on the latter, so his addiction only exacerbated this natural tendency. 

Dad’s cruel nature had always been somewhat tempered by the distraction that his artistic talents 

provided. But unfortunately, the more interest Dad expressed in alcohol, the less interest he 

expressed in painting or singing or playing the guitar, until he simply lost interest altogether and 

shut down those creative outlets completely. It was then full throttle ahead toward destruction—

for him and for everyone around him.   

As his imagined grievances and his alcohol intake steadily increased, Dad’s ability to 

properly reason steadily decreased. Then, finally, Dad displayed the ultimate lack of reason, the 

incomprehensible lack of judgment, the “what the hell” moment.  

It was the moment when Dad’s wine-addled logic and misplaced anger led him to quit his 

job. 

Yes, Dad quit the stable, good-paying job that had comfortably sustained a wife and three 

small kids, one being a toddler. He quit the job that paid the mortgage, bought food and clothes, 
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and put gas in the car. Granted, it was a boring job in a grimy mill. It wasn’t the job he had 

dreamed about. But for heaven’s sake, that job supported his family! 

When Dad came home from work that fateful night, he actually boasted to Mom that he 

had walked into his boss’s office at the end of his shift and announced, “I quit! Right now! I’m 

not even giving you a two-week notice! You can take this job and shove it!”  

But Mom didn’t cheer Dad’s swagger. She didn’t share his bravado. Instead, Mom was 

incredulous at his unilateral decision. When her husband left home that morning, he had a job; 

when he returned home that evening, he didn’t. Mom would have been even more incredulous if 

she had realized that his final paycheck, which he defiantly waved in her face, was literally the 

last wages he would ever earn in his life.  

At the time, though, all my stunned mother could manage to say was, “Why, Hank? Why 

did you do it? Why did you quit?” 

“Because everyone at the mill hates me!” Dad shrieked. “They’re all out to get me! I 

won’t work with those assholes anymore!”  

Being all-too familiar with Dad’s less-than-charming disposition, I think his accusations 

against his colleagues might have been true. Not that I blame them, however. I’m sure that Dad’s 

fury, racism, meanness, and psychoses were just as plain to his coworkers and bosses as they 

were to his family. I’m sure that Dad was just as unpleasant to be around at work during the day 

as he was at home during the evening.  

Plus, Dad’s morbid obesity and reeking of alcohol could not have gained him many 

points on his annual performance reviews. Dad’s body was becoming as massive as the machines 

he worked on. He could hardly bend over to tie his shoes anymore. How did he manage to flex 

that enormous girth to do the physical work required of him at the mill? And clearly the alcohol 

must have impaired Dad’s judgment. With all the sawing and drilling he was exposed to, I’m 

surprised he hadn’t lopped off some fingers. 

Dad, however, viewed himself as the supposed victim of a corrupt system. So my 

aggrieved father decided to show those despised coworkers. He decided to show those unfair 

bosses. He wasn’t going to just sit around and wait until they finally got him, until they fired 

him. No, he was going to be proactive. He was going to launch a preemptive strike. And that 

strike consisted of Dad quitting his job. He decided to preemptively get himself before they got 

him. Yes, Dad certainly fooled them.   
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With that irrational decision, the Stedmans now had to bear the financial pain of losing 

the breadwinner’s paycheck. Actually, the family lost its only paycheck, its only means of 

support. Mom had always been a traditional stay-at-home wife—she had never been a monetary 

contributor.  

But with Dad’s decision to quit his job, another equally sharp pain lurked in the shadows: 

the emotional pain of now having Dad at home full-time. The family no longer had the luxury of 

having to endure him on only a part-time basis, only at night after he returned home from work. 

Dad’s negative and evil presence would now be felt 24/7/365. 

Then, as if losing Dad’s salary but gaining his constant presence were not bad enough, 

our family would suffer yet another misfortune. A misfortune that would have the gravest of 

consequences for the Stedmans. We would now be forced to lose our quasi-buffer. We would 

lose Mom.  

  

 


